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12 surprising facts you didn't know about Martin Luther 
9. Martin Luther held violently anti-Semitic views 

Despite his powerful legacy, it is important not to sweep the darker aspects of Martin Luther's life under the mat. Even for the time, Luther's aversion to 

the Jewish faith was extreme. Earlier In his career he advocated gentle treatment of Jews and criticised the Catholic Church for "treating them like 

dogs' . It appears this criticism was merely because Luther saw the harsh treatment of Jews as the reason they would not convert to Christianity. 

However as he got older Luther began to take a much more aggressive stance against what he claimed to be a "false religion." Apparently frustrated by 

his inability to convert Jews he c laimed, "a Jewish heart is as hard as a stick, a stone, as iron, as a devil." 

He proposed seven measures of "sharp mercy' to be taken against the Jewish population in Germany in 1543 which included "setting fire to their 

synagogues or schools'. According to biographer Heinz Schilling, his "hatred, offensive abuse and violent annihilation fantasies" only increased until his 
death. 

10. His wife was the one who proposed 

One Catholic tradition Luther opposed was celibacy in priests and in 1525 he married Katharina von Bora, an ex-Cistercian nun. He met her while helping 

a group of nuns who had recently left a Cistercian convent in light of the reformation. While eleven of the twelve nuns were either returned to their 

families or found husbands, the 26-year-old Katharina was left. 

Though Luther c laimed t o have not felt any kind of ' burning' attraction towards the young woman, she wanted him and proposed marriage, to which he 

agreed, the New Yorker writes. Katharina managed his huge household which, apart from their large number of children, also included 20 or so student s, 

8 orphaned children, a large family escaping the plague, various visitors and a small staff. Historians noticed a change in Luther's attitude towards 

women after his marriage and he appeared to respect his wife a great deal, calling her ' the most holy Frau Doctor' in letters. 


